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Abstract: Synchrotron 3D X-ray Laue microdiffraction, available at beamline 34-ID-E at Advanced Photon Source in Argonne National Laboratory, is a powerful tool for 3D non-destructive mapping of local orientations and strains at sub-micron scale in the bulk. With this technique, it is possible to study local residual stresses developed during manufacturing or while in service due to interactions between, for example, different phases and/or grains with different orientations in materials containing multiple or single phase(s). Such information is essential for understanding mechanical properties and designing advanced materials, but is largely non-existent in the current generation of materials models. In the present paper, the principle and experimental set-up of the 3D microdiffraction are introduced, followed by a description of a method for quantification of the local plastic deformation based on high-angular-resolution orientation maps. The quantification of local residual stresses in two model materials, ductile cast iron (two phases) and partially recrystallized pure nickel (single phase), using 3D microdiffraction will then be presented. The results show that 3D microdiffraction is important for understanding the origin of local residual stresses and to relate them to the microstructural evolution. Finally, the limitations of the 3D microdiffraction on the current generation synchrotron source and new possibilities after the synchrotron upgrade are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Most engineering materials are polycrystalline, containing grain boundaries and, in the case of multiphase material, phase interfaces. When such materials are exposed to thermal-mechanical loading during manufacturing or service, a heterogeneous stress field develops among and within grains due to crystal anisotropy and grain/phase interactions, with local stress “hot spots” [1–3]. Upon unloading, residual stresses remain and can be detrimental to the performance of a component. The local distribution of residual stresses is much more difficult to predict than the external in-service stresses on which they superimpose, because they depend on the local microstructural variations and the load history. Local residual stresses are thus an important reason for unpredicted catastrophic failure [4]. To optimize the materials performance and to design advanced materials, it is, therefore, crucial to determine non-destructively the local residual stresses and relate them to the local materials inhomogeneities in 3D.

During the last 20 years, several characterization methods using synchrotron X-rays have been invented that allow non-destructive 3D characterization of microstructures and local elastic strains.
(from which stresses are derived) in the bulk. These techniques include 3D X-ray diffraction [5–9] (also known as high-energy X-ray diffraction microscopy [10,11]), diffraction contrast tomography [12,13], dark field X-ray microscopy [14], Bragg coherent diffraction imaging [15–17] and 3D X-ray Laue microdiffraction (also known as differential aperture X-ray microscopy (DAXM)) [18–20]. Among these techniques, the DAXM allows real-space orientation and elastic strain mapping of crystalline materials at sub-micron scale [21–23]. With this technique, local elastic strain distributions inside individual grains/subgrains have been measured in e.g., deformed single phase metals [24–27] and composites [25–34]. Moreover, the high-angular-resolution DAXM orientation maps provide a unique possibility for precise quantification of local plastic deformation (i.e., microstructural inhomogeneities) [23,35–37]. Very recently, it has been shown that the combination of the plastic strains, quantified based on DAXM orientation maps, and the local elastic strain maps is in particular useful for understanding the formation of thermal stresses originated due to the interaction between different grains and/or different phases during cooling [38,39].

In this paper, the experimental set-up and the principles of DAXM for orientation and elastic strain measurements are introduced. A method for quantifying the local plastic deformation based on the orientation maps is described. To show the potentials of the technique, recent studies of ductile cast iron and partially recrystallized pure nickel led by the present authors using DAXM are then presented. It is demonstrated that the characterization of both the plastic and elastic strains by DAXM is essential for advancing the current understanding of the formation of residual stresses and their role on the mechanical properties.

2. Differential Aperture X-ray Microscopy

The DAXM resumed in this paper is based on the experimental set-up at beam line 34-ID-E at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) in Argonne National Laboratory. This technique was developed by a group from Oak Ridge National Laboratory in collaboration with the team from APS [18–23,40–43]. In a DAXM experiment, a polychromatic X-ray beam, with energies in the range of 5–30 keV, is focused using two non-dispersive Kirkpatrick-Baez focusing mirrors, producing a beam with a Lorentzian profile with a full width half maximum of ~0.5 μm. A sample with a flat surface is mounted on an inclined sample holder at a 45° incidence angle to the X-ray beam. A Pt wire, 100 μm in diameter, is used as a differential aperture, which is scanned continually (in so-called fly-scan mode) in a plane parallel to the sample surface at a distance of ~200 μm (see Figure 1). The scanning range of the wire is optimized to cover most diffracted beams coming from a volume illuminated by the incoming X-rays to a depth of typically ~100 μm below the sample surface. A typical wire scan with 1 μm resolution takes about 3–5 min.

During each wire scan, the Laue diffraction pattern from all grains intercepted by the incident beam at each scanned position is recorded on a Perkin-Elmer flat panel detector (409.6 × 409.6 mm², 2048 × 2048 pixels, amorphous Si, CsI scintillator, 16-bit dynamic range corresponding to 65,536 counts) mounted in 90° reflection geometry 510.3 mm above the sample (see Figure 1). The detector’s geometry with respect to the incident beam is calibrated using a standard strain-free silicon single crystal. The origin of the scattered contributions arising from different depths along the beam is then determined by ray-tracing from the wire scan patterns (see Figure 1). The diffraction pattern at each depth is then reconstructed and indexed using the in-house LaueGo software available at APS beamline 34-ID-E [44]. An example of an indexed depth-resolved Laue diffraction pattern from a polychromatic scan is shown in Figure 2, where the hkl indices of individual spots as well as their corresponding X-ray energies are calculated. By scanning the sample horizontally and vertically, 3D orientation mapping of the microstructure can be conducted. The sub-micron beam and precision of the wire motion allow a sub-micron spatial resolution, while the angular resolution is determined by the pixel size and the distance between sample and detector to be about 0.01° [21].
Figure 1. A sketch showing the experimental set-up of the differential aperture X-ray microscopy (DAXM). The Pt wire is used as a differential aperture to resolve where different diffracted signal (represented as colored lines) recorded by the 2D panel detector is originating from within the sample volume illuminated by the focused microbeam.

Figure 2. Example showing an indexed depth-resolved Laue diffraction pattern of a ferrite grain in ductile cast iron. The hkl indices, X-ray energies, peak positions, and fitting error of the indexing results are listed in the table to the right.

In practice, a monochromator can be inserted automatically to switch the polychromatic beam to the monochromatic beam mode for determining absolute lattice parameters and in turn the local elastic strains of selected grains. By scanning the X-ray energy around the calculated value for a selected Laue diffraction spot in the monochromatic beam mode, the intensity distribution as a function of the diffraction vector $Q = 2\pi/d$ (Q-distribution) can be determined for the selected diffraction spot at all depths, see the example in Figure 3a, which is obtained from the Laue spot 32-5 shown in Figure 2.
At each depth, the Q-distribution is fitted using a Gaussian function and the center of the distribution, \( Q_C \), is used to determine the absolute diffraction plane spacing, \( d \). The elastic strain, \( \varepsilon \), can then be determined using Equation (1):

\[
\varepsilon = (d - d_0)/d_0,
\]

where \( d_0 \) is the plane spacing for strain-free situation (see Figure 3b). By repeating the energy and wire scan at different locations, 3D strain maps can be obtained. Depending on the orientation and strain spreads within the grains, an energy wire scan can take from about 10 min to 10 h.

![Figure 3](image-url)

**Figure 3.** (a) The diffraction vector, \( Q \), as a function of depth for one energy wire scan for the 32-5 Laue spot in Figure 2; (b) Fitted intensity distribution for the Laue spot for the depth = 83 \( \mu \)m. The center of the fitted Q-distribution, \( Q_C \), is used to determine the crystallographic plane spacing, \( d \). The dashed line in (b) marks the Q value for \( d_0 \) of the (3 2 -5) crystallographic plane. The red line is the fitted result using a Gaussian function.

### 3. Quantification of Plastic Strain and Geometrically Necessary Dislocation Density Based on Orientation Maps

In plastically deformed materials, stored dislocations are generally divided into geometrically necessary dislocations (GND), which accommodate a lattice curvature from a deformation gradient, and statistically stored dislocations, which accumulate due to statistical entanglements [42]. Previously, DAXM has been used to quantify the dislocation density based on the line profiles from monochromatic energy scan (e.g., Figure 3b) [25,29]. In these studies, the crystallographic orientations have not been used. In the present work, a method to calculate the GND density based on the crystallographic misorientations [45] is adapted, taking advantage of the high angular resolution of the DAXM. Assuming that elastic stresses can be neglected, the lower bound of the GND density can be derived using Equation (2) from the orientation differences between neighboring voxels [45–47]:

\[
\rho = \alpha / u \theta / b,
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a number typically in the range of 1–2, \( u \) is the unit length (typically the step size of the map), \( \theta \) is the misorientation angle, and \( b \) is Burgers vector. For typical metals such as iron (\( b = 0.248 \) nm), the angular resolution of DAXM, 0.01°, corresponds to a GND density of the order of 10^{12} m^{-2}. The average GND density within the characterized volume or different sub-regions can then be determined based on the average misorientation angle, \( \theta_{av} \).

### 4. Local Thermal Residual Stress in Metal Composite

Ductile cast iron (DCI) is a model composite material, consisting of graphite nodules embedded in a metal matrix [48,49]. The differences in the thermal expansion coefficients between the different components of the composite result in local thermal residual stresses at graphite nodules during cooling from the processing temperature to room temperature [38,50]. The presence of the local residual stresses may lead to fatigue cracks and thus failure of the material [51]. However, due to
the lack of proper experimental characterization tools, very little knowledge about the local residual stresses in DCI is known. With DAXM, it is now possible to quantify both the magnitude and distribution of the thermal residual stresses.

In the following, the results of DAXM characterization including both local elastic and plastic strains on a DCI sample will be presented. The DCI sample contains almost spherical graphite nodules within a metal matrix with a relatively homogeneous structure, being mainly ferrite with a small fraction of perlite (~5%). The graphite nodules are distributed relatively homogeneously. The mean size and volume fraction of the graphite nodules are ~30 μm and 11.5%, respectively. More details about the sample can be found in [38].

4.1. Microstructure of Ductile Cast Iron

The depth-dependent grain orientation map obtained using DAXM around a graphite nodule with size of 50 μm is shown in Figure 4. With the high angular precision of DAXM, dislocation boundaries with low misorientation angles can be revealed. In the map, a critical angle of 0.1° is used for revealing the dislocation boundary structure, and a critical angle of 3° is used for defining individual grains in the matrix. It is evident that most of the deformed grains are containing dislocation boundaries with misorientation angles below 1°, and the dislocation boundaries are organized in a cell structure.

To reveal the orientation variations within the cells, the kernel average misorientation (KAM) for each pixel is calculated and shown in Figure 4b. The KAM is here defined for a given pixel as the average misorientation of that pixel to all its immediate neighbors, which is calculated with the proviso that misorientation angles above a cut-off angle (0.1°) for this study) are not counted in the averaging process. It is evident that within individual cells there are substructures: at some locations continual color changes are seen, which correspond typically to the presence of GNDs, while at some other locations continual line features are seen, which correspond to dislocation boundaries with misorientation <0.1°.

**Figure 4.** Crystallographic orientation (a), number of indexed spots (b) and kernel average misorientation (KAM) (c) maps showing the details of the microstructure around a graphite nodule (shown as black sphere-like blocks) characterized using polychromatic DAXM. The colors in (a) represent the crystallographic orientation along the specimen normal direction (see the inset in (a)). In the maps, dislocation boundaries with misorientation angles in the range of 0.1–1°, 1–3°, and >3° are shown in thin white, thin black, and thick black lines, respectively. The individual black pixels in the matrix away from the nodules are non-indexed pixels. To reveal in detail the sub-structure within cells, a cut-off angle of 0.1° is used here for the calculation of KAM values. The white box in (a) marks where the monochromatic energy scans were conducted. (a) is modified from Figure 4 in [38].
4.2. Elastic Strain Distribution

The local elastic lattice strains of the grain within the white box in Figure 4a were determined by monochromatic energy scans. This grain is chosen as (i) the grain is relatively large and has smaller orientation spread; the strain distribution within a longer range can thus be determined within relatively short scanning time, and (ii) stress relief by the free specimen surface is avoided. A depth-resolved diffraction pattern of this grain is shown in Figure 2. For the energy scan, diffraction from the (3 2 -5) plane was used. The normal of this plane is nearly parallel to the specimen normal direction (see Figure 2), with a deviation angle of ~3.5°. Also, the intensity of this spot is high, and its corresponding X-ray energy is within the range where the monochromator is well calibrated. Based on the measured absolute crystallographic plane spacing, the elastic strains were determined using Equation (1). The reference \( d_0 \) is determined based on the chemical composition of the DCI (see details in [38]).

The results are shown in Figure 5. Compressive strains are observed for most part of the grain, and they are higher at regions close to the interface than in the interior volume, i.e., the elastic strain is not uniformly distributed but have a gradient. The maximal compressive strain is \(-8 \times 10^{-4}\). It should be noted that the maximum compressive strains are located about 2–5 \( \mu \)m from the interface. As demonstrated by recent finite element modelling [52], it is very likely that the strain fluctuation in this range is a result of the local anisotropy of the internal structure of graphite nodules.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Elastic strain as a function of distance from the nodule/matrix interface for the region marked by the white box in Figure 4. Black part is the graphite nodule. This figure is modified from Figure 6 in [38].

4.3. Quantification of Geometrically Necessary Dislocation Density

As only one strain component is determined here, it is not possible to precisely determine the contribution from elastic stress to the lattice curvature. However, a simple estimation based on Figure 5 is conducted. Assuming the strain gradient along the vertical direction seen in Figure 5 is due to bending, the maximum and average elastic strain gradients of \(-1 \times 10^{-4}/\mu\)m and \(-2 \times 10^{-5}/\mu\)m correspond to lattice misorientations between neighboring voxels along the bending direction of 0.006° and 0.001°, respectively. As most of the misorientation angles observed in Figure 4 are higher than 0.01°, it is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the contribution from elastic stresses to the lattice distortion can be neglected in this sample.
The lower bound of the GND density can be determined using Equation (2). To study the interaction between the graphite nodule and the metal matrix, GND densities within regions at different distance from the nodule/matrix interface are calculated (see Figure 6). It is found that the average GND densities are large at places close to the nodule, and decrease with increasing distance from the nodule/matrix interface. The maximum average GND density is $\sim 8 \times 10^{12} \text{ m}^{-2}$ at the graphite nodule, while the average GND density in the matrix away (>20 µm) from nodule is $\sim 5 \times 10^{12} \text{ m}^{-2}$.

![Graph showing GND density vs. distance from interface](image)

**Figure 6.** (a) An example illustrating the subset selection for the calculation of average geometrically necessary dislocation (GND) density: the region within 0–5 µm from the nodule/matrix interface for the nodule shown in Figure 4a. The colors in (a) are the same as in Figure 4a; (b) Average GND density for the matrix grains located at different distances from the nodule/matrix interface.

### 4.4. Discussion

With DAXM, it is now possible to prove the existence of the thermal residual stresses around graphite nodules in DCI. It is evident that the thermal stresses have led to plastic deformation in the ferrite matrix grains during cooling (see Figure 4). When the matrix is plastically deformed, part of the thermal residual stresses is released, and the rest remains in the elastic form (see Figure 5). Another important observation is that both plastic and elastic fields originated from thermal stresses are not uniform, but exhibit gradients from the nodule/matrix to the interior of the matrix. The affected range of the thermal residual stresses is about 20 µm, which is close to the radius of the investigated nodule of 25 µm. On the other hand, the presence of both the plastic and elastic strain gradients is an important input for understanding the development of thermal stresses during cooling of DCI [38,39,50].

The level of the thermal residual stresses can be crudely estimated based on the measured elastic strain by means of the direction-dependent Young’s modulus. The Young’s modulus along the [3 2 – 5] directions is $\sim 220$ GPa using the elastic constants for pure iron [53]. The maximum thermal residual stress at the characterized graphite nodule is therefore about 175 MPa, which is more than half of the yield stress of the matrix strength [54]. The residual stresses in the matrix grains therefore cannot be neglected for the mechanical properties.

In addition, it is known that the cooling rate is an important factor influencing the microstructure and properties of DCI. For the same chemical composition, increasing cooling rate typically refines the structure and affects the mechanical properties of DCI [51,55,56]. More characterization and analysis on DCI manufactured with different cooling rates are required to clarify the effects of the cooling rate and hence also the size of graphite nodules on the thermal residual stresses.
5. Local Residual Stress in Single Phase Metals

When deformed metals are annealed, recrystallized grains will nucleate and grow consuming the surrounding deformation matrix [57]. Although the recrystallized grains and its surrounding matrix in a partially recrystallized sample are of the same phase, they are typically considered as soft and hard “phases”, respectively, due to their different hardness [58]. In that sense, partially recrystallized pure metals can also be considered as a type of composite material. It is however unknown whether significant local residual stresses develop between recrystallized grains and their surrounding matrix during recrystallization. This knowledge is important for understanding the mechanical properties of partially recrystallized materials [59,60] and may be critical for the microstructural evolution during subsequent annealing or deformation.

In the following, some new results showing the residual elastic strains within recrystallized grains in partially recrystallized nickel measured using DAXM are presented. The sample was deformed by accumulative roll bonding (ARB) to a von Mises strain of 4.8, followed by annealing at 220°C for 15 min and air cooling to room temperature. More details about the sample can be found in [61,62].

5.1. Microstructure of Partially Recrystallized Ni Processed by Accumulative Roll Bonding

The microstructure of the sample characterized using DAXM is shown in Figure 7. Due to the high density of defects in the deformed grains after severe plastic deformation [61], it is difficult to index the deformed matrix by DAXM. Within the characterized region, most indexed grains are recrystallized grains, as the internal misorientations within these grains are relatively low. The KAM map (Figure 7b) shows that within recrystallized grains small orientation variations up to 0.03° are seen, which agrees to the previous results [63]. The lower bound of the GND density within recrystallized grains calculated using Equation (2) is about 1.5–2.5 × 10^{12} m^{-2}.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Microstructure of partially recrystallized Ni processed by accumulative roll bonding (ARB) characterized by DAXM: (a) Orientation map; (b) map of the number of indexed spots and (c) KAM map. The colors in (a) represent the crystallographic orientation along specimen normal direction (see the inset in (a)). In the maps, boundaries with misorientation angles in the range of 0.1–1°, 1–3°, and >3° are shown in thin white, thin black, and thick black lines, respectively. The black individual pixels/regions are non-indexed. For KAM calculation, a cut-off angle of 0.1° is used. Numbers 1–3 are used to mark grains for monochromatic energy scans.
5.2. Elastic Strain

Three grains marked in Figure 7a were selected for monochromatic energy scan to determine the lattice elastic strains along the sample normal direction. Some examples of intensity distribution as a function of $Q$ for the three selected grains are shown in Figure 8. With a reference lattice parameter of 0.35238 nm (JCPDS file #04-0850), the elastic strains are determined and given in the figures. It is seen that different recrystallized grains have different elastic strains and a strain difference of $\sim 3.6 \times 10^{-4}$ between grain 1 and 3 is observed. The lattice parameter for the present nickel may be different from the used value; however, the difference in elastic strain between different grains indicates evidently the existing of the residual stresses within the recrystallized grains.

![Intensity distribution as a function of diffraction vector $Q$ for three Laue spots for the three grains 1–3 marked in Figure 7a, respectively. The red lines are the fitted results using a Gaussian function.](image)

**Figure 8.** (a–c) Intensity distribution as a function of diffraction vector $Q$ for three Laue spots for the three grains 1–3 marked in Figure 7a, respectively. The red lines are the fitted results using a Gaussian function.

5.3. Discussion

There are several possible reasons for the formation of residual stresses in the recrystallized grains. (i) The density of the recrystallized grains is slightly higher than that of the surrounding matrix, due to the decrease in defects density. As a result, the volumes of recrystallized grains are smaller compared to the consumed deformation matrix, which may lead to elastic strains in the recrystallized grains; (ii) The local stresses within the subgrain interiors of deformed grains are typically tensile, while the stresses within the cell-wall boundaries are typically compressive [25,27]. If recrystallized grains nucleate from subgrains and grow consuming their neighbors, the stresses within the subgrains will be rearranged and some may be stored within the recrystallized grains. More experimental characterization of residual strains within recrystallized grains for samples deformed to different strains, with different recrystallization fraction, and prepared with different cooling rates, are required to clarify the underlying mechanisms.
6. Conclusions and Outlook

With the current DAXM experimental set-up, 3D microstructure and local elastic strains within specific phase(s) of multiphase materials can be characterized with a spatial resolution of ~500 nm, an angular resolution of 0.01°, and a strain resolution of $1 \times 10^{-4}$. Its non-destructive nature allows 3D and even 4D (3D + time) measurements within volumes fully embedded in the bulk, where the strain/stress state are more representative and not released by sample preparation. As demonstrated by the two case studies, these advantages make DAXM a very powerful tool providing unprecedented results for studying the formation of local residual stresses at grain/phase boundaries, and their interaction with local microstructure. Such results are essential for understanding the materials mechanical properties. For the two case studies, it is found that:

(i) Local thermal stress has developed at graphite nodules during cooling of DCI and led to plastic deformation of the ferrite matrix, which in turn relaxes part of the stress. Compressive elastic strains along specimen normal direction are observed. Both plastic and elastic strains exhibit gradients, with maximum at or near the interface and decrease into the matrix.

(ii) Local elastic strain variation of $3.6 \times 10^{-4}$ was observed within recrystallized grains in partially recrystallized nickel. Similar to previous studies, the recrystallized grains contain dislocations of about $10^{12}$ m$^{-2}$. The presence of dislocations and the variations of local elastic strains are important for understanding the recrystallization process.

With the current third generation synchrotron source, the scanning time for a reasonable sized 3D orientation mapping is still quite long, in the order of days [35,36]. Similarly, 3D strain mapping is also slow, as only one strain component of a selected grain is mapped a time by monochromatic energy scan (see Figures 2 and 3). The situation becomes worse when the sample is further deformed, which leads to an increase in defect density, orientation spread, and strain gradient, which prolongs the exposure time and extends the scanning range of the X-ray energy [64]. Some characterization using electron microscopy and laboratory micro-CT prior to synchrotron experiments are thus usually useful for the site selection and to ensure the success of the beamtime [35,36,38]. Additionally, full stress tensor mapping, which requires strain mapping of at least three components along widely deviated directions, is currently possible [65–67], but is still not frequently used due to the technical complication.

Presently, the fourth-generation synchrotron source is already available at MAXIV in Lund, Sweden [68]. Several large synchrotron facilities, e.g., European Synchrotron Radiation Facility and APS are planning to upgrade to the next generation [69,70], with aim to increase the undulator source brightness by a factor of ~100. Since the K-B mirror optics form an image of the source, the brightness at the focus should also increase by the same factor. As a result, a spatial resolution of 50 nm and at least 10 times increased counts/sec will be achievable, implying that dynamic studies during deformation and/or annealing on ultrafine-grained or even nanocrystalline materials will be possible with DAXM in the near future.
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